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**Holds 300+ addresses!! Great value, and fully customizable.   Stay organized and keep track of

addresses of family, friends and acquaintances with this jumbo-sized address book. This book

includes double the page count of most address books, and it's much larger, so there's more room

to write. Designed for people who want to keep track of all their address is one place. It's always

good to have a written record of everything, rather than keeping all of your records on the computer.

Record names, addresses, cell and home numbers, work, fax, email addresses, birthdays and other

notes.  PLEASE NOTE: At this time, we are not able to manufacture our address books with tabs.

We set our prices low and focus more on cover design. Please click on the â€œLook Insideâ€•

feature to make sure this book is right for you. :)  ***Check out our other JUMBO address books to

find a cover that meets your style preferences. All of our address books are jumbo sized, so you

have plenty of room to write. We also create menu planers, recipe organizers and other types of

books.
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Love how BIG it is! I have quite large bubbly hand writing and so most address books tend to look

sloppy b/c I am taking up so much space. The only thing that made me have on 4 out of 5 stars is

the fact that it's not "alphabetical". If the book came alphabetical that would make it perfect for me.

I couldn't believe the difficulty I had finding an address book! However, I was glad I couldn't find any

in the stores because I love this one! Regular address book but lovely cover and nice and roomy!



This is not exactly what I thought I was getting. The artwork is a bit blurry. It is not alphabetized. And

it seems more like the quality of a coloring book and not an address book. I am a bit disappointed. It

will serve my purposes, but it was not what I was expecting.

I ended up buying another one after I got this - my main complaint is it is basically just a book with

spots for addresses - so no dividers between letters or way to keep alphabetized in any way. I

ended up buying another one that had sections marked off for sections of letters so I can continue

to add and keep more organized. It's also a full size 8 1/2 x 11" book - little big for what I was

looking for - I definitely didn't pay enough attention to that.

This is something I could have printed off my computer. Very low quality and very disappointed.

The print and pages are large for my elderly mother-in-law. I only wish that it had alpha tabs in it. It

kind of makes it difficult if you have to put all the names in one after the other.

Loved the size and appearance of the address book...however, it was NOT alphabetized...this could

be a problem when looking for something/someone in particular.

To big. Not what I was looking for in a phone book
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